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Pressrelease Stockholm 2000-09-28

Thalamus Networks appoints Frank Kommunikation as
PR- and communications consultant

The broadband company Thalamus Networks has appointed Frank
Kommunikation in Gothenburg as their new PR- and communications
consultant.

- We are very pleased over the assignment, says Henrik Tengby,
project manager from Frank. Thalamus is an exciting actor on the
broadband scene with a long and documented history.

- Today’s broadband debate is marked by misunderstandings, confusion
of ideas and insecurity concerning capacity and speed among other
things, says Tengby. Considering this, Thalamus is one of the more
serious actors, which is something Frank will focus upon.

- When we talk to net and property owners, we notice that there is a
need for guidance in the broadband discussions, says Thomas
Rebermark, Marketing Manager of Thalamus. Our experience in the
field will help us make a difference in the debate, and we will make
our opinions known with more emphasis. Frank is an important partner
in this work.

Thalamus Networks AB (www.thalamus.se) is the only operator which can offer a
complete portfolio of services for intelligent living. Apart from traditional
Internet accesses, Thalamus also satisfies property owners’ need of energy
management, information, media and telephony. Thalamus® is provided over
optical fibre, cable-TV and Ethernet (LAN).

Thalamus Networks is listed on the OM Stockholm Stock Exchange’s O-list. The
Company built Sweden’s first commercial high speed property net, combined with
control and communications services for landlords. Today, one of Thalamus’
commissions is for Gothenburg City’s energy company. In Gothenburg, Thalamus
is currently connecting
16 000 single houses and Sweden’s largest cooperative building society in one
of the country’s largest broadband commitments.

The Company is expanding rapidly and has offices in Ängelholm, Malmö,
Halmstad, Gothenburg and Stockholm. The Company’s net sales are approximately
40 MSEK a year and it employs 40 persons.

For further information, please contact:
Thomas Rebermark, Marketing Manager Thalamus Networks: +46 8 691 09 07,
+46 703 240109, thomas.rebermark@thalamus.se
Henrik Tengby, VD Frank Kommunikation Göteborg: +46 705 91 77 21, +46 31 775
86 61, henrik@frankpr.se


